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A recently introduced solid-phase free-energy calculation method that is based upon overlap sam-
pling with targeted free-energy perturbation is further developed and extended to systems with orien-
tational degrees of freedom. Specifically we calculate the absolute free energy of the linear-molecular
nitrogen model of Etter et al., examining both the low-temperature low-pressure !-N2 structure and
the orientationally disordered "-N2 phase. In each perturbation (for the !-N2 phase) to determine the
free-energy difference between systems at adjacent temperatures, harmonic coordinate scaling is ap-
plied to both the translational and rotational degrees of freedom in the nitrogen molecule to increase
the phase-space overlap of the two perturbing systems and consequently, improve the free-energy
difference results. For the plastic "-N2 phase, a novel method that requires several perturbation paths
is introduced to calculate its absolute free energy. Through these methods, the absolute free energies
for both the !-N2 and "-N2 phase can be accurately and precisely determined. We find again that
the anharmonic contribution to the free energy has weak dependence on system size. The transition
properties for the !-N2 and "-N2 phase are also investigated. The !-" phase transition for the model
at atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa) is found to occur at 40.35 ± 0.01 K with volumetric and entropy
changes of 0.44 ± 0.01 cm3/mol and 1.99 ± 0.01 cal/mol.K respectively. © 2011 American Institute
of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3615941]

I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Great interest and effort have been devoted by researchers
to understand and predict the occurrence of crystal poly-
morphism. Contamination by undesirable polymorphs during
manufacturing and production has been an issue of consid-
erable concern in the pharmaceutical industry in particular.
Examination of the free energy is crucial in understanding
the stability of crystals and in locating thermodynamic phase
equilibria. The process of crystallization is affected by many
factors, and not all of them thermodynamic, so free energy is
not the only consideration in designing a crystallization pro-
cess. Nevertheless it is certainly helpful to know the relative
free energies of any candidate polymorphs when considering
which ones might emerge. This is true even if the most sta-
ble one is not the one produced by a process, if only to raise
awareness of how a process could go wrong. Absent other
considerations, the most probable molecular crystal tends to
occupy the lowest free energy, so the ability to characterize
possible polymorphs will still rely mainly on the stability as
dictated by their thermodynamics. However, at present our
ability to predict the free energy of a particular molecular
crystal, and thus to rank the stability of different crystal struc-
tures, still has much room for improvement.

Polymorphism has impacted primarily the pharmaceuti-
cal industry in various aspects. Different crystalline forms of
the same drug substance often exhibit different physical prop-
erties. One of the most important properties is the solubility
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of the drug, which can differ for a substance in different poly-
morphic forms owing to the differing free energies of the re-
spective polymorphs. The variation in solubility of different
polymorphs in the human body directly affects its bioavail-
ability and its efficacy. It can be a major problem if the poly-
morphs of the active pharmaceutical ingredients are not well
understood and identified. A well-known and costly example1

is the unexpected emergence of a second crystalline form dur-
ing manufacture of Ritonavir, a protease inhibitor for human
immunodeficiency virus. The new form was found to be ther-
modynamically more stable and less soluble than the one that
was initially synthesized.

Although the free energy is the key to gauging relative
stability of competing or plausible polymorphs, most poly-
morph screening and identification routines consider only the
enthalpic contribution to the crystal stability. Some of these
procedures are elegantly implemented and have shown suc-
cess in prediction in the recent Crystal Structure Prediction
Contest (CSP) (Ref. 2) organized by the Cambridge Crystal-
lography Center. The enthalpy is only an approximation to the
free energy, and accordingly it is likely that the predictions
can be improved by including the entropic contribution, per-
haps following an initial enthalpy-based screen to identify the
most likely candidate polymorphs. The importance of the en-
tropy to the solid-solid phase transition has been highlighted
through the work published by Gavezotti and Fillipini.3

Methods for comparing stability of crystal structures
must work with molecular-scale models, to which molecu-
lar simulation methods are applied to evaluate or estimate the
free energy. Many such methods exist.4 Among those that aim
to yield the true free energy (rather than an estimate, such as
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is given by the lattice energy alone), the most commonly used
technique is that due to Frenkel and Ladd.5 In this method,
thermodynamic integration is employed to traverse a path
from the Einstein crystal to solid of interest, to evaluate the
free energy difference between the target and model systems.
The method is somewhat computationally intensive, and this
is a significant consideration if being applied for polymorph
screening purposes, where the free energy of numerous struc-
tures may be of interest. In such a context it is worthwhile
to consider whether more efficient but equally accurate ap-
proaches can be developed and applied.

Many crystalline solids can be approximated as a lattice
of interacting harmonic oscillators, with behavior that is ana-
lytically tractable. Recently, we proposed6 harmonically tar-
geted temperature perturbation (HTTP) as a method that ex-
ploits the approximate harmonic character of crystals to yield
accurate values of the free energy with great efficiency. In fact
the output of the HTTP calculation is specifically the differ-
ence in free energy between the actual system and its har-
monic approximation. This feature lends two advantages in
particular. First, this difference may be small compared to the
full free energy, so the stochastic error involved in its calcu-
lation will be proportionately small as well (in other words,
were the method applied to a system that is truly harmonic, it
would provide a result having no stochastic error at all). Sec-
ond, it appears that finite-size effects may be largely captured
by the harmonic component of the free energy, so relatively
small system sizes may be used when computing the free en-
ergy using the HTTP method.

We demonstrated the HTTP method through application
to soft-sphere (inverse-power) models with various degrees of
softness.6 We obtained results with high precision, and among
other things we confirmed the relative stabilities of differ-
ent crystal structures and demonstrated that entropic contribu-
tions were quite significant in comparison to the free-energy
differences between candidate structures. In the present work
we extend the HTTP method in the context of polymorphism
through application to a non-spherical molecule – viz. the lin-
ear nitrogen model. We show how extension of the HTTP
method is accomplished in this case (and implicitly for other
more complicated molecules), and we examine for this sys-
tem the importance of entropic contributions as well as the
nature of finite-size effects.

The solid phases of nitrogen have been investigated both
through experiments7 and molecular simulation8–10 due to its
very interesting diverse phases. The phase diagram of solid
nitrogen was introduced by Mills et al.,11 showing that solid
nitrogen exists in at least six different structures over a wide
range of pressures and temperatures, with each phase exhibit-
ing distinct properties. All the low-temperature structures oc-
cupy orientationally ordered phases, where the molecular axis
of each molecule has a nominal orientation in the unit cell. On
the other hand, the high-temperature structures, the "- and #-
phase in particular, appear in orientationally disordered plas-
tic phases.

In this study, we examine the solid-solid phase transi-
tion between the !- and "-phase by calculating their absolute
free energies using the molecular model proposed by Etter
et al.12 The first-order phase transition between the !- and

"-phase was determined experimentally through x-ray and
calorimetric studies7 to occur at 35.6 K and ambient pres-
sure (0.1 MPa). The low-temperature !-phase structure has
been well studied and characterized. The !-phase solid ni-
trogen occupies an fcc-crystal packing with four molecules
in a cubic unit cell and the molecules orient along the body
diagonals with symmetry of Pa3. The molecules for the high-
temperature orientationally disordered "-phase are packed on
a hexagonal lattice (hcp) of P63/mmc space group. The layers
of molecules are stacked in an ABABAB. . . sequence with an
almost ideal c/a ratio.

The presentation of this paper is arranged such that we
first review in Sec. II the formalism and the methods that we
employ in this study. Section III presents and discusses our
results, and we end with concluding remarks for our findings
in this work in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM AND METHOD

In this section, we demonstrate the procedures and meth-
ods to obtain the absolute free energies for both the orienta-
tionally ordered (!-N2) and disordered ("-N2) phases. Before
we start, let us briefly review the solid-phase free-energy tech-
nique that has already been detailed in previous work.6 The
HTTP method provides a means for efficiently computing the
difference in free energy for a system at two different tem-
peratures. The approach is an implementation of the general
targeted free-energy perturbation (FEP) method suggested by
Jarzynski,13 although modified to use overlap sampling rather
than direct perturbation. As such, perturbation in the temper-
ature is accompanied by perturbation in the atom positions,
applying the harmonic approximation to target the displace-
ments. All atom positions are scaled away from (if perturb-
ing to higher temperature) or toward (if perturbing to lower
temperature) their respective lattice sites in proportion to the
square root of the temperature ratios. For a perfectly harmonic
system, this means that the ratio of energy to temperature, U/T
would be unchanged, and the perturbation average would in-
dicate a zero free energy difference; when the harmonic com-
ponent is added to this result (which emerges as a Jacobian
for the coordinate transformation), the exact free energy is ob-
tained. Thus the quantity measured by the method is strictly
the change in the anharmonic contribution "AC to the free
energy. Changes for large differences in temperature are com-
puted by summing results for smaller temperature perturba-
tions, and overlap sampling14 (Bennett’s method) (Ref. 15) is
applied to span each temperature interval to promote accuracy
and efficiency in the calculations.

In the context of using the HTTP method, one can com-
pute the absolute, classical free energy of a target system
by computing the free-energy difference down to very low
temperature T$, where the harmonic approximation becomes
highly accurate. The small low-temperature anharmonic cor-
rection can be evaluated by a harmonic perturbation,6 or by
executing an extrapolation scheme as has been described by
Tan et al.6 Complication can arise if the system is not ther-
modynamically stable at low temperature, in which case con-
straints can be introduced to stabilize the system and enable
calculation of a low-temperature reference free energy.
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The harmonic free energy can be obtained through the
diagonalization of the mN ! mN Hessian matrix, where m and
N are the degrees of freedom (dof) per particle and number
of particles in the system, respectively. The equation of the
harmonic free energy of a system can be expressed6, 16 as
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where %i are the eigenvalues determined from decomposing
the Hessian matrix and Ulat is the lattice energy, ' is the
molecular density, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. The last two terms on the RHS of
the equation are contributions from center-of-mass motion
and vanish in the thermodynamic limit N # $.

In this method, the general working equation to obtain
the absolute solid-phase free energy of a system is simply ex-
pressed as:

"A

N
= "Aharm

N
+ "AC

N
. (2)

In what that follows, we present the methods that we
employ to calculate the anharmonic term, "AC appearing in
Eq. (2), for the orientationally ordered (!-N2) and disordered
("-N2) phase. For the !-N2 phase, the calculation is similar to
what was developed in our previous work, but with harmonic-
scaling applied not only to the molecular displacement but
also to its orientation. For the orientationally disordered "-
N2 free-energy calculation, we must introduce an additional
perturbation path that allows a gradual transition for the sys-
tem to a “free rotor” or orientationally disordered structure.
With this, we introduce a novel method – rotational targeted
perturbation (RTP), combined with the HTTP method to cal-
culate the free energy for an orientationally disordered phase.
Both the HTTP and RTP methods are formulated using a two-
stage FEP implementation, specifically the Bennett-optimized
overlap sampling technique.15 This sampling technique has
been outlined in Refs. 6 and 17 and we will provide only a
brief review of the main equation that is relevant for the ap-
plication here. The primary focus will be given to the devel-
opment of the absolute free-energy calculation for the orien-
tationally disordered phase. We first illustrate the rotational
coordinates that we employ in this study and then follow by
the full demonstration of free-energy calculations for both the
!-N2 and "-N2 phases.

A. Rotational coordinates

The strategy in general for targeted perturbation is to cou-
ple the perturbation of interest in the Hamilton with a de-
formation of the molecular coordinates, so that after the per-
turbation the system is in a configuration that is more likely
to be appropriate to the perturbed Hamiltonian. Application
of this idea to rotational coordinates is a bit less straightfor-
ward than for the simple Cartesian translational coordinates
encountered in previous applications. We begin by defining

our coordinate system that describes the orientation of a rigid
linear molecule in the context of targeted perturbations of the
orientation.

Each molecule in a given phase has associated with it a
nominal orientation, â0, which in the present application is the
molecule’s orientation for the minimum-energy configuration
consistent with the lattice symmetry of the phase. The usual
axial and azimuthal angles ( and ) can be defined with respect
to this axis, but these are not always convenient coordinates
for the present application. Instead we introduce alternative
coordinates (*1, *2) defined in terms of the projection of the
molecule’s orientation R̂ onto the plane perpendicular to â0,
defined by the axes â1 and â2 such that â0, â1, and â2 form an
orthonormal basis for a three-dimensional Euclidean space;
see Fig. 1(a). In particular,

*1 = *(R̂ · â1), (3a)

*2 = *(R̂ · â2), (3b)

where

* =
%

2(1 " cos ( )
sin (

= 2 sin((/2)
sin (

. (3c)

With this definition, the points (*1, *2) lie on a circle with area
2& (1 " cos ( ), equal to the area of a spherical cap swept out
around â0 by a vector at angle ( ; see Fig. 1(b). Consequently

d*1d*2 = sin (d(d).

Thus the Jacobian for a transformation that scales each # i

coordinate by a common factor % is simply %2. The # i coor-
dinates are also desirable in the present context because they
are better suited than ( and ) for forming the Hessian matrix
needed to conduct the harmonic analysis.

B. Free-energy calculation for orientationally ordered
!-N2 phase

The procedure to calculate the anharmonic term, "AC, for
the !-N2 phase follows the HTTP method.6 However, instead
of applying the harmonic scaling to only the translational co-
ordinates during the perturbation calculation, we apply it to
the rotational coordinates as well. Thus scaling is performed
on a total of five degrees of freedom per molecule – the three
molecular deviations from the respective lattice sites, and the
two orientational coordinates #1 and #2. Specifically, when
perturbing from temperature TI to TII, the Cartesian displace-
ment of each molecule’s center of mass (COM) relative to its
nominal lattice position, ri " ri,lat, is scaled by (TII /TI )1/2, so
the COM coordinates transform as

ri,II = ri,lat +
"

TII

TI

#1/2

(ri,I " ri,lat). (4)

Likewise, the orientation coordinates transform accord-
ing to the equation given below:

# i,II =
"

TII

TI

#1/2

# i,I . (5)
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FIG. 1. (a) Coordinate definition for linear-molecule orientation. R̂ is the
molecular orientation vector, which rotates an angle ( off its nominal orien-
tation â0. â0, â1, and â2 are mutually orthogonal. R̂& represents the projection
of vector R̂ on the plane that is perpendicular to â0. (b) Graphical illustra-
tion of the relationship between the rotation angle and the spherical surface
area. â0 is the nominal molecular orientation. The shaded blue spherical cap
represents the surface area, 2& (1 " cos( ), around â0 within the angle ( .

The overlap sampling technique is employed to evaluate
free energy differences. The overlap weight function is de-
fined as

+ = eI eII

eII + !eI

, (6)

where ei is the Boltzmann factor for system i, after appli-
cation of any coordinate transformations used for targeted
perturbation. The parameter ! is the optimized Bennett’s
parameter, where the optimum value of ! is given as !

' exp[",("AC)] and ,("AC) is the free-energy difference
between systems I and II , excluding any contributions cap-
tured by the Jacobian for the coordinate transformation (so for
HTTP, this is the anharmonic contribution to the free energy).
,("AC) is given self-consistently in terms of the perturbation
averages

exp[","AC] = (+ /eI )eI
/(+ /eII )eII

(7)

To obtain the absolute free energy, an extrapolation
approach6 is applied to connect the !-N2 phase at low tem-
perature to the harmonic system. For this purpose we fit
,"AC(T ) to the form:

"Afit
C (T ) =

P!

i=1

aiT
i + exp("bT d )

Q!

i=1

ciT
i . (8)

By construction, the fitting function constrains "AC to be
zero at T = 0. P and Q define the order of the polynomials that
appear in the function. b and d are fitting parameters, as are
the ai and ci.

Although the !-N2 phase is an orientationally ordered
structure, at sufficiently high temperature the molecules will
ultimately lose their orientation preference. To ensure the va-
lidity of the scaling of the two orientational coordinates, such
that the scaled molecular orientation does not exceed 90* off
the nominal orientation, a hard constraint is imposed at a 90*

angle. Note that this hard constraint potential does not pre-
vent the system from becoming disordered. For the purpose of
suppressing the disorder of the !-N2 system in orientational
dof at high temperatures, we introduce a system constraint
that imposes the condition: (cos () > 0.8, where (cos () is the
molecule-averaged cosine angle ( (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) of
the system in a specific configuration.

C. Free-energy calculation for orientationally
disordered "-N2 phase

The "-N2 phase displays an orientationally disordered
structure, so the molecules in this phase have no nominal ori-
entation. To reach this structure from a harmonic reference, a
three-part path is followed. In the first part, the temperature
is increased from T = 0 to T" = 45 K while the orientations
of all molecules are held fixed. In the second part, the molec-
ular rotational motions are then gradually turned on at fixed
temperature, leaving the system in an orientationally disor-
dered structure; a new targeted perturbation technique is used
to compute free energies along this path. Then in the third
part, the absolute free energy of the "-N2 phase at different
temperatures can conveniently be determined using the HTTP
method, with scaling applied to only the molecular transla-
tional dof. To simplify our following presentation, we denote
these 3 paths as TPTrans, RP, and TP paths, respectively. We
further detail each in the following.

1. TPTrans

As the name implies, only molecular translational de-
grees of freedom are considered in this path. The HTTP
method is employed to calculate the free energy difference
for the system at different temperatures, from T = 0.002 K
to T" . During the simulations, the molecules are allowed to
translate but their orientations are held fixed; no rotational
motion is sampled. In each perturbation, the molecular dis-
placements of the sampled system (system I) are scaled to
improve the phase-space overlap with the perturbed system
(system II) according to Eq. (4). Overlap sampling is used as
described above.
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the alternating layers of unit cell A and B for the arti-
ficial “low-temperature” "-N2 phase structure.

Referring to the nitrogen solid phase diagram,11 the "-
N2 phase is not thermodynamically stable at low temperature.
However, the HTTP method calculates the absolute free en-
ergy quantity by “connecting” the system at finite tempera-
ture to harmonic system. So, to apply the method, we must
identify a mechanically stable low-temperature structure that
the "-N2 phase can connect to via a reversible path in tem-
perature. A minimum-energy structure has to be determined
by minimizing the lattice energy with respect to the molecular
orientations and their lattice sites in space.

As mentioned in introduction, the "-N2 crystal structure
adopts hcp packing, which contains two basis molecules in
each unit cell. Mimicking the molecular packing for the fcc
!-N2 phase, we set up two unique hcp unit cells (A and B)
within which there are a total of 8 molecular rotational dof.
These unit cells form A- and B-layers of cells that alternate in
the y direction, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. With this con-
struction, the number of unit cells in this direction has to be
even. The search for the lowest energy structure is conducted
by first placing the molecular centers of mass at the hcp ba-
sis centers, followed by screening through 48 configurations
(considering 4 orientations for each molecule: rotating 0, & /4,
& /2, and 3& /4 from z axis of each). The 4-molecule basis is
picked with the expectation that the “low-temperature” "-N2

crystal structure would have a close resemblance of the low-
temperature low-pressure fcc !-N2 crystal packing.

Several lowest lattice-energy structures from the screen-
ing are then subject to lattice-energy minimization using the
steepest descent method. The lattice energy of these structures
is minimized not only with respect to the two dof that define
molecular orientation but also the 3 translational dof as well.
A total of 20 parameters (10 dof for each unit cell, A and
B) are optimized. The crystal structure that gives the lowest
lattice energy is selected as the low-temperature "-N2 struc-
ture. The optimized parameters are density-specific—a new
set of optimized parameters is required for each system with
particular density. However, instead of going through the re-
dundant process of global screening, we start the minimiza-
tion using the parameters that are found in previous mini-

mization at a nearby density. The parameters are first found
for a 1024-particle system with density = 0.023 Å"3. Param-
eters for subsequent densities, e.g., 0.0225, 0.0220, 0.0215,
and 0.0210 Å"3 are optimized using the parameters from the
next-higher density as input.

To connect TPTrans calculation to the harmonic system,
extrapolation is applied. The harmonic system that we are
treating here is the lowest-lattice energy structure that is found
from the energy-minimization procedure. Rather than 5 dof
for each molecule, only 3 molecular translational dof’s are
considered in the harmonic system. This is done to relate the
harmonic reference system to the system sampled at the TP-
Trans path, where there is no molecular rotational motion.
The first 9 points (0.002 K to T"0 = 0.020 K with interval of
0.002) from the TPTrans perturbation data are fitted to a Qth-
order polynomial and are extrapolated to T = 0 to determine
"Afit

C /N that is in excess of the harmonic free energy at T"0.
Then, the working equation for the free-energy calculation in
this TPTrans path is given as

"AC ,TPTrans

N
(T") = "Afit

C

N
(T"0) + 1

N

T"!

T =T"0

(,"AC)Ti#Ti+1

(9)

where Ti and Ti+1 are adjacent temperatures. The second term
in the RHS of the equation is free-energy difference between
systems at T"0 and T" in the presence of coordinate scaling
and the last term is the Jacobian resulting from the transla-
tional scaling.

2. RP

The rotational degrees of freedom are introduced in the
second perturbation path. Here each molecule is allowed to
rotate and translate in Monte Carlo (MC) fashion but with the
presence of hard rotational constraint, ( < (max, with the per-
turbation path tracing out increasing values of (max (again, (
is the angle measured from the nominal orientation +a0, which
here is the same orientation introduced in the TPTrans path).
At the end of the path, all molecules can rotate freely. This
perturbation path utilizes a method similar to HTTP, which
we call RTP, described further below.

The first step in the RP path is to release the molecules
slightly from their fixed TPTrans orientations. This is accom-
plished by performing free-energy perturbations in which the
orientations of all molecules are selected at random to devi-
ate by small amounts from their respective nominal orienta-
tions +a0. The new orientations all satisfy ( < (max,1, where
(max,1 = 1* is the orientation constraint in the first step of
the RP path. To avoid questions about free-energy singular-
ities associated with the introduction of a new dof, we take a
perspective in which this perturbation is simply coupling the
molecule’s orientation to its orientation coordinate, which in
the non-perturbed system is uncoupled and thus free to choose
any value unbiased in ( < (max,1 (or more precisely, cos ( is
uniform in this range). The contribution to the free energy for
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this dof in the uncoupled system is

"ARTP,1

N
= " ln(2& (1 " cos (max,1)). (10)

The configuration space of the orientationally uncoupled
system fully encompasses the configurations of the coupled
system, i.e., a phase-space subset relation holds.14 This sit-
uation makes direct perturbation effective and undemanding,
so overlap sampling is not needed. The free-energy difference
for this step can be conveniently expressed as

",ARTP,2

N
= " 1

N
ln

$
ecoupled

euncoupled

%

uncoupled

, (11)

where e is the Boltzmann factor of system denoted by the sub-
script and the angle bracket represents the canonical ensemble
average that is sampled according to the Boltzmann weight of
the uncoupled system.

In the next step of the RP path, the constraint angle, (max,
is increased in a series of simulations to allow a gradual tran-
sition to the orientationally disordered phase. Perturbation is
conducted along this path in increasing rotational constraint
angle and the relative free energy between systems with adja-
cent rotational constraint angle is calculated. At constant tem-
perature, the perturbations commence from (max,1 and eventu-
ally grow to angle of 90*, at which the molecule gains its total
rotational freedom. Hence, the free energy difference of the
system with small constraint angle, (max,1 and system with no
rotational constraint can be determined through the described
perturbation path.

Adapting the idea of harmonic scaling in the HTTP
method, the free-energy perturbation calculation between two
systems with different rotational constraint angles can be im-
proved by introducing appropriate scaling to the rotational de-
grees of freedom. This is done with the aim to better map the
phase space volumes of both systems onto each other. The
scaling is most conveniently expressed in terms of the gen-
eralized coordinates introduced in Eqs. (3). Specifically, each
orientation coordinate is scaled as follows:

*i,II = *i,I

*max,II

*max,I

= *i,I

"
1 " cos (max,II

1 " cos (max,I

#1/2

, (12)

where (max,I and (max,II are the constraint angles that distin-
guish systems I and II , respectively. This scaling is applied
to all 2N orientational coordinates. Without this scaling, per-
turbation to larger constraint angles would be pointless, and
the free-energy difference for systems having different con-
straint angles could be measured only in the direction to-
ward smaller (more constraining) angles. With the scaling,
perturbations in both directions can yield useful information,
and overlap sampling6 is an appropriate scheme to apply for
the free-energy calculation. In this case, the ratio of partition
functions of the two systems is

ZII

ZI

= (+ /eI )I
(+ /eII )II

"
1 " cos (max,II

1 " cos (max,I

#N

, (13)

where the angle bracket denotes the ensemble average sam-
pled according to sampling weight given in the subscript. We
define exp[","AC] = (+ /eI )eI

/(+ /eII )eII
. Hence, the free-

energy difference between the two constraint states can be
computed by using the following equation:

" (AII " AI ) = (",AC)(max,I #(max,II

"N ln((1 " cos (max,II )/(1 " cos (max,I )),

(14)

The second term at the RHS is the contribution from Ja-
cobian. The total free energy change for transforming from
the constrained system obtained at the end of the TPTrans
path, to the unconstrained orientationally disordered system
is obtained by summing the contributions from all of the
constraint perturbations. The Jacobian terms largely cancel
each other, except for the first term ((max,1) and the last ((max

= 90*), which is zero. Further, when the first reference free
energy "ARTP,1 (Eq. (10)) is added in, it cancels the first Ja-
cobian term as well (apart from a factor of ln 2& ). Putting it
all together, the total free energy change for the RP path is

"ARTP

N
(T") = 1

N

!

i=1

(",AC)(max,i#(max,i+1

+",ARTP,2

N
" ln 2&. (15)

The implementation details for RTP are the same as what
had been described in HTTP method.6 For more detailed in-
formation, we kindly refer the reader to our previous work.

3. TP

Lastly, we perturb again between systems with different
temperatures (TP path) to compute the free energy of systems
with either higher or lower temperature, starting at T = T" .
The perturbation path is similar to TPTrans path that was de-
scribed earlier using the HTTP method but with the molec-
ular rotational motions allowed. Even though the molecules
are now free to rotate, the coordinate scaling is applied only
to the translational degrees of freedom since scaling the
molecular rotations in the orientationally disordered phase is
inappropriate.

Combining Eqs. (9) and (15), we derive the full working
equation to calculate for the free energy of the "-N2 phase:

"A

N
(T )= "Aharm

N
(T"0)+ "ARTP

N
(T")+ "AC ,TPTrans

N

&
T"

'

" 1
N

T!

T"

(,"AC)Ti#Ti+1
" 3

2N
(N " 1) ln

"
T

T"0

#

(16)

where "Aharm/N is given in Eq. (1) with m = 3.

D. Simulation details

Canonical NVT-ensemble MC simulations are conducted
for all the calculations, where each system has fixed num-
ber of particles, volume, and constant temperature. No
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volume-fluctuation simulations are attempted. However, sev-
eral molecular densities are examined ' [in unit Å"3] ranging
from 0.0230 to 0.210 in intervals of 0.001. For the fcc ori-
entationally ordered !-N2 phase, this crystal structure retains
a cubic packing with unit cell length, a, given as a = 3

%
4/',

where 4 is the number of basis molecules in a fcc unit cell.
On the other hand, for the 2-basis molecules hcp "-N2 phase,
we adopted c/a ratio = 1.631 from the literature,18 where c
is the height of the unit cell. Both lattice parameters a and

c can be determined from equations: a = 3

(
4/(1.631 !

%
3')

and c = 1.631a as function of density, '. A truncation radius
of 0.475 of the simulation box length is employed. The sys-
tem sizes that are examined in this study are 864 and 1024 for
!- and "-N2, respectively.

107 MC trial steps are sampled for each simulation. Each
MC trial step consists of either a translational or a rota-
tional move. An initial simulation of 106 steps is first car-
ried out with an equilibration steps of (1 + (N/500)) ! 100N

where N is the number of particles in the system. To save
time in equilibrating the system, each subsequent simula-
tion initiates with the final configuration from the previous
run.

In this work, the pairwise interaction between the rigid
nitrogen molecules is described by the intermolecular poten-
tial model proposed by Etter et al.12 This model is derived
through fitting to both theoretical19 and experimental data.20

It has been used to study the nitrogen polymorph !-" phase
transition in the past8, 9 and has proven its ability to provide
a stable phase for both structures. The intermolecular poten-
tial is represented by site-site interactions, where two force
centers (nitrogen atomic sites) are placed in each molecule.
Atomic positions are located at ±0.547 Å from the molecu-
lar center. Electrostatic interactions are represented by plac-
ing four point charges along the molecular axis, where the
positive and negative charges at ±0.847 Å and ±1.044 Å, re-
spectively. These charges carry values of 0.373e and "0.373e.
The geometry and the point-charge distribution are illustrated
in Fig. 3.

The dispersion-repulsion interaction energy between
atomic sites i and j in different molecules are given in
Eq. (17) and the values for potential parameters in Table I.
It is customary to characterize the elongation of a homonu-
clear dimer in terms of L*, the ratio of the distance be-
tween the atoms divided by their characteristic diameter. If
we take the diameter as the separation where the potential
goes through zero (which for this model is 3.335 Å), then L*
= 0.328. The quadrupole moment of the model is 4.453
! 10"40 C m2, which is slightly lower than the ideal-gas value
for N2 of about 5.0 ! 10"40 C m2 given by experiment and ab

FIG. 3. Molecular geometry of Etters et al.’s nitrogen model. Size of nitro-
gen atom centers is not drawn to scale.

initio calculation.21

)(rij )=

)
***+

***,

A1 exp("!1rij )"B1/r6
ij , rij , R1, (a)

4!

n=0

Ci(rij"R0)n"B1/r6
ij , R1 > rij , R0, (b)

A2 exp("!2rij )"B1/r6
ij , rij < R0. (c)

(17)

In the course of our studies we observed a small but sig-
nificant discontinuity in the potential energy for this model.
It could be due to the rounding-off error introduced by Et-
ter et al.’s quartic-spline-fit of the potential parameters for the
intermediate separation-distance region. In order to improve
the potential model, we modify the parameters C0 and C1

from the suggested values of 415.73107 K and "1446.74414
K Å"1 to 415.7168814243 K and "1446.7346714270 K Å"1,
respectively. This is done by adjusting C0 and C1 to equate the
both )(rij ) values calculated using Eqs. (17a) at R1 and (17b)
at R0 to values computed using Eq. (17b) for the respective
separation distance. Both reported parameters C0 and C1 are
rounded up at the 10th decimal place.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In much of what follows we present results from the free-
energy calculations in terms the difference ,("AC), or more
precisely the quantity exp [",("AC)], which we designate as
-i . This quantity depends on the size of the perturbation, so
when plotted against the perturbation parameter it will exhibit
discontinuities where the choice of the step size is changed.
This anomaly could be avoided by presenting instead the free
energy itself, which is the accumulation of all of the perturba-
tion values. We choose instead to present the results in terms
of -i because it shows our results, with their confidence lim-
its, in a more raw form in which errors may be more easily
detected.

TABLE I. Potential parameters.

A1/k = 9.261205 ! 107 K C0/k = 415.7168814243 K A2/k = 1.47248 ! 107 K R0 = 3.01006875 Å
!1 = 4.037 Å"1 C1/k = "1446.7346714270 K.Å"1 !2 = 3.48 Å"1 R1 = 3.4494569 Å
B1/k = 1.79 ! 105 KÅ6 C2/k = 2480.73711 K Å"2

C3/k = "2766.5419 K Å"3

C4/k = 1574.2809 K Å"4
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FIG. 4. -i vs. temperature for !-N2. Legend indicates the molecular density
in Å"3.

A. AC for !-N2

In Fig. 4, we present -i for the !-N2 phase at various
densities, ' [Å"3] = 0.0230, 0.0225, 0.0220, 0.0215, and
0.0210. With constant perturbation steps in temperature, the
perturbation calculation may become relatively difficult (giv-
ing larger uncertainty in -i) as the temperatures decreases.
This is because the ratio of the phase-space volumes between
the perturbing systems becomes smaller with increasing tem-
peratures. To compensate, the perturbation steps can be made
smaller so as to improve the accuracy of the perturbation re-
sults. Accordingly, several perturbation step sizes: 0.005K,
0.2K, and 0.5K are employed for this calculation, with smaller
steps allocated to calculations at the low-temperature region.

As can be observed from the plot, the uncertainty for -i

rises as the temperature increases and eventually the pertur-
bation fails at high enough temperatures, where -i values are
nearing the peak.

The large uncertainty in -i near the peak indicates that
the !-N2 phase goes through a structural transition there and
becomes orientationally disordered. Further evidence for this
transition is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 presents the probability distribution of the sys-
tem constraint, (cos () for systems of various molecular den-
sities. At density of 0.0230 Å"3, the (cos () distributions are
sharply peaked at lower temperatures: 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, and
46 K, indicating an orientationally order phase. The distribu-
tion becomes broader as the temperature increases and even-
tually turns flat at 50 K. The peak in probability distribution
(greater than 0.8) exhibits the order of the !-N2 phase. How-
ever, when the molecular orientation of the system becomes
equally probable (orientationally disordered), the distribution
of (cos () (not shown in the figure) will peak at 0.5, wherein
cos ( is uniformly distributed from 0 to 1. The system con-
straint of (cos () > 0.8 was intended to suppress the disorder
of the system. However, as we can see from the figures, the
histogram becomes nearly flat before (cos () reaches 0.8, in-
dicating the !-N2 phase becomes orientationally disordered
before the constraint has full effect on the system. Also shown
in Fig. 5, the systems start to become orientationally disor-
dered at a lower temperature as density decreases.

B. Free-energy results and finite size effects for !-N2

We next examine finite-size effects on the free-energy re-
sults for !-N2 at conditions: ' = 0.0230 Å"3 and temperature

FIG. 5. Plots of (cos () probability distribution for molecular densities, ' [Å"3], of (a) 0.0230, (b) 0.0225, (c) 0.0220, (d) 0.0215, and (e) 0.0210. Legend
indicates the temperature in Kelvin.
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FIG. 6. Plot of "A/N vs. 1/N for !-N2 phase at ' = 0.0230 Å"3 and T
= 30 K, where N is the number of particles and "A/N is from Eq. (2).

T = 30 K. Figure 6 shows the Helmholtz free energy, "A/N
against 1/N, where N is the number of molecules. The zero of
the abscissa represents the infinite-sized system. In the plot,
two approaches are used to obtain the free energy at the ther-
modynamic limit, N # $ through extrapolation. Both ap-
proaches employ lattice energy that is calculated with a lattice
sum, ("Ulattice)N#$, which sums to intermolecular separa-
tions of 2.5 ! 103 Å. For the first approach, the free energy is
determined using the harmonic free energy, "Aharm and anhar-
monic term, "AC, with each calculated for finite-size systems:
864, 1372, and 2046 particles. The result is then extrapolated
to 1/N = 0 to obtain the free energy for an infinite system.
The second approach is the “hybridInf” method that we in-
troduced in our previous work.17 In this approach, the free
energy is calculated by performing separate extrapolations of
the harmonic and anharmonic contributions to the free energy.
The infinite-system free energies found are "28.3194(2) and
"28.3190(3) for the first and second approach respectively
(indicated by (I) and (II) in Fig. 6). The last digit in the paren-
theses is the 67% confidence limit. Both results agree very
well within each other’s uncertainties. Note that the infinite-
system harmonic free energy, ("Aharm)N#$ given in (II) is
determined through extrapolation using system sizes ranging
from 2048 to 6912. As we can see from Fig. 6, the system-
size dependence of the free energy (mainly from the harmonic
contribution, "Aharm) is largely removed by using the hybrid-
Inf approach, where the fitted curve gives us a statistically
zero slope. The anharmonic term, "AC, is system-size inde-
pendent, consistent with what was previously found for the
soft-sphere model.6, 17 The advantage offered here, of course,
is that this anharmonic contribution is the only part requiring
molecular simulation for its evaluation; the computational ex-
pense of the other, size-dependent contributions is mainly in
performing lattice sums.

C. AC for "-N2

In this part of the study, we present the correction term,
AC, for the orientationally disordered "-N2 phase, considering
each perturbation path in turn. In Fig. 7, -i for the TPTrans

FIG. 7. TPTrans path. -i vs. temperature in Kelvin. Legend indicates molec-
ular density in Å"3.

path is presented for several densities with a system size of
1024 particles. Various perturbation intervals: 0.002 K, 0.01
K, 0.05 K, and 1.0 K are used to improve the results for sys-
tems at lower temperatures. There are only three dof consid-
ered in this path and the relative uncertainties, .-i

/-i , in each
perturbation for various intervals are found to be small, rang-
ing from 0.1% to 1%.

Figure 8 presents the free-energy difference be-
tween the orientationally coupled and uncoupled systems,
exp("",ARTP,2) (as given in Eq. (11)) as a function of
molecular density, evaluated at T = 45 K. This is the first
step in the RP perturbation path. Due to the subset relation
between the orientationally coupled and uncoupled systems,
the calculation through direct sampling is efficient and accu-
rate, such that exp("",ARTP,2) has relative uncertainty that
is less than 0.2%.

The variation of exp("",ARTP,2) with density in the
orientationally coupled-uncoupled perturbation is consistent
with the -i results for RP path (at constant temperature of
45 K) that are shown in Fig. 9. In this RP path, the -i between
systems with different constraint angles, (max decreases with

FIG. 8. Free energy difference for initial, orientation-coupling perturbation
of RP perturbation path, as function of molecular density, '.
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FIG. 9. RP path. -i vs. constraint angle, (max, in degrees. Legend indicates
molecular density in Å"3.

increasing density. The -i value is also observed to be con-
sistently below unity. Various perturbation intervals are used
for the RP path and they are 0.02*, 0.04*, and 1*. Through ap-
plication of orientation-coordinate scaling to the perturbation
and proper choice of perturbation interval in (max, we obtain
relative uncertainty, .-i

/-i of -2%–5%. Also observed from
the Fig. 9, the -i value goes through a trough as the perturba-
tion marches up in constraint angle, (max.

We next present -i vs. temperature for TP path in
Fig. 10, showing data from 30 K to 50 K. We consider only the
results above about 36 K, since the molecules are unable to
rotate freely and adequately sample appropriate orientations
at lower temperatures. The perturbations begin to fail. For all
densities reported in the plot, the relative uncertainties for the
perturbation results above 36 K, range approximately from
1% (for higher-temperature perturbation, T # 50 K) to 4%
(for lower temperature, T # 36 K).

Finally, the Helmholtz free energy for the "-N2 phase
is then determined using Eq. (16) with the anharmonic term,
"AC, calculated by combining the results from these different
perturbation paths.

FIG. 10. TP path.-i vs. temperature in Kelvin. Legend indicates molecular
density in Å"3.

FIG. 11. "AC/N vs. 1/N plot for different perturbation paths at ' = 0.0230
Å"3 with 432-, 1024-, and 2000-particle system sizes. The perturbation paths
presented in the plot are (a) TPTrans, (b) RP, and (c) TP.

D. Finite size effects for "-N2

We next examine the finite size effect for the
anharmonic terms, "AC, calculated in each pertur-
bation path: TPTrans, ( 1

N

-45
Ti=T"0

(,"AC)Ti#Ti+1 ),

RP ( 1
N

-90
i=1 (",AC)(max,i#(max,i+1 ), and TP

( 1
N

-50
Ti=45 (,"AC)Ti#Ti+1 ) at density of 0.0230 Å"3

with 432-, 1024-, and 2000-particle system sizes. As we can
observe from Figs. 11, the anharmonic-term results do not
scale linearly with 1/N and the fitted line lies outside the
67% confidence (. ) of the data points. The extrapolated free
energies for the infinite-sized system have uncertainties that
are approximately three times (3. ) as large, compared to the
uncertainties of the fitted data. The uncertainties in the fitted
coefficients are mainly due to the lack of linearity in the data
points. Note that all the data presented are obtained from
averaging 100 data sets from a single 10-million MC-steps
simulation. As a check on the uncertainty in each calculation,
we ran 5 additional independent simulations, each with 2
million MC steps, and then calculated the average values with
standard error from the 5 independent samples collected. We
found that the uncertainties in these results are consistent
with the uncertainties from the initial calculation, as are their
average values.

The lack of linearity in the anharmonic term makes it dif-
ficult to establish a precise value of the free energy in the ther-
modynamic limit. Nevertheless we can still see that the vari-
ations with system size are relatively small. Though the de-
viations from linearity may look prominent in the expanded
plots, in terms of contributions to the free energy, the vari-
ations (based on "AC of RP) with system size are less than
0.05% of the contribution of the lattice energy. Even in com-
parison to the harmonic contribution, the variation is small.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 12, where we present the total re-
duced Helmholtz free energy at T = 45 K as a function of re-
ciprocal of system size, N. The two approaches demonstrated
in Sec. III B are employed to further study the finite-size ef-
fects for the "-N2 free-energy calculation. The slope of the
fitted curve from the hybridInf approach is statistically zero.
In contrast, the calculation from approach (I) gives a slope of
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FIG. 12. Plot of "A/N vs. 1/N for "-N2 phase at ' = 0.0230 Å"3 and T
= 45 K, where "A/N is from Eq. (16). The harmonic contribution represents
that formulated at the outset of the TPtrans path, and thus is defined with
respect to the system with rigid molecular orientations.

10.9. The slopes show that again the anharmonic term, "AC,
is less dependent on the system size as compared to the har-
monic contribution.

E. Examination of contributing terms
in Helmholtz free energy

In this section, we examine the contributing terms in the
Helmholtz free-energy calculation as defined in Eq. (2). The
Helmholtz free energies, A, for both !-N2 and "-N2 are com-
puted using Eqs. (4) and (16) for densities [Å"3] ranging from
0.0210 and 0.0230 with density interval of 0.001, over a range
of temperatures where each phase is stable. The largest uncer-
tainties for the Helmholtz free energies per particle, A/Nk, that
we calculated for the !-N2 and "-N2 phases are -0.01 K and
0.04 K, respectively. Note that the hybridInf approach briefly
described in Sec. III B is employed for the Helmholtz free-
energy calculation throughout this work.

Referring to Eq. (2), the full free-energy calculation in-
volves computation of (a) the lattice energy, (b) the har-
monic free energy, and (c) the anharmonic term, AC. Both
lattice-energy and harmonic-free-energy calculations are an-
alytic and have no uncertainty, so the only term that con-
tributes to the uncertainty of the free-energy result comes
from the anharmonic, AC calculation. In Table II, we illus-
trate and break down the Helmholtz free-energy calculation
for the !-N2 phase at ' = 0.0230 Å"3 and T = 49 K. The
lattice energy, harmonic free energy and anharmonic con-
tribution at this condition are calculated in unit Kelvin to
be "1031.4480141659, 244.9801604528, and "15.28(1), re-
spectively. Both the lattice energy and harmonic free energy
are of comparable orders of magnitude while the anharmonic
term is -1.5% of the value of the lattice energy.

Even though the anharmonic term, AC term is small when
compared to the lattice energy or harmonic free energy, its
significance can be crucial in characterizing relative stability
of crystalline phases, especially when the free-energy differ-
ence of both phases is small. As demonstrated in Table II, at

' = 0.0230 Å"3 and T = 49 K, the free-energy calculation
for the !-N2 phase changes quite significantly when addi-
tional terms, for instance the harmonic free energy, Aharm, and
anharmonic, AC, term, are added to the lattice energy. As a
result (although it may not be a direct representation in Ta-
ble II), depending on which contributing terms are included
in the free-energy calculation, the inclusion of different con-
tributing terms may affect the outcome of the crystal-structure
prediction results.

Also in the Table II, we report the lattice energy (given
by the minimum-energy structure that we optimized in Sec.
II C) and the free energy for the structure corresponding to
the orientationally disordered "-N2 phase. Comparisons are
made between the !-N2 and "-N2 phase to determine their
relative stabilities by considering different contributions to
the Helmholtz free-energy calculation. Considering the lat-
tice energy alone would indicate that the !-N2 phase is more
stable than the "-N2; however, the full free-energy calculation
(inclusive of the harmonic and anharmonic contributions) fa-
vors the "-N2 phase at ' = 0.0230 Å"3 and T = 49 K. We
next considered including the harmonic contribution to both
phases. Although we previously performed 3-dof (translation
only) harmonic analysis for the "-N2 phase, we have repeated
the analysis including rotation (5 dof) for the value reported in
Table II. We found that the harmonic !-N2 structure is more
stable than the "-N2 structure (with rotational dof) and the in-
clusion of the harmonic contribution yields difference in sta-
bility between the two phases that is slightly smaller than the
calculation done merely using the lattice energy. The point of
this exercise is to demonstrate the importance of all contri-
butions to the free-energy calculation, particularly when used
(as is often the case) to examine small differences in stability
of competing phases.

F. Relative stability of !-N2 and "-N2 phases

Next, we examine the relative stability between the !-
N2 and "-N2 phase based on their Gibbs free energies,
G(P, T ). The pressure and energy of the systems are deter-
mined through the derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy
with respect to density, ', and inverse temperature, ", respec-
tively, which are shown in the equations below:

P = '2
"
/A

/'

#
, (18a)

U = /"A

/"
. (18b)

At the occurrence of a phase transition, the temperature,
pressure, and chemical potential (Gibbs free energy) of both
phases are identical. In Fig. 13, we plot Gibbs free energy per
particle as a function of temperature at constant pressure. The
pressures examined in the plot are 0.0, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and
10.0 MPa. From the plot, we determine the transition tem-
peratures at each respective pressures, where both lines cross,
indicating ,G = 0. The transition properties, such as the co-
existence densities, for the !-N2 and "-N2 phase are also
computed.
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TABLE II. Examination of contributing terms in Helmholtz free-energy calculation per particle [in unit Kelvin] for
!-N2 and "-N2 phase at ' = 0.0230 Å"3, and T = 49 K. The last digit in the parentheses is the 67% confidence limit.

Contribution terms !-N2 "-N2 ! " "

Ulat/N "1031.4480141659 "997.1448294779 "34.3031846880
Ulat/N + Aharm/N "786.4678537131 "765.8202944100a "20.6475593031
Ulat/N + Aharm/N + AC/N "801.75(1) "802.26(4) +0.51(4)

aHarmonic free energy for "-N2 phase that is computed with 5 dof.

At atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa), we have found that
the !-N2 phase undergoes solid-solid phase transition into "-
N2 phase at temperature of 40.35(1) K. The coexistence den-
sities are 0.021490(1) Å"3 and 0.021154(9) Å"3 for the !-N2

and "-N2 phase, respectively. The volume change and entropy
difference between the two phases at phase coexistence for P
= 0.1 MPa are also determined and they are 0.44(1) cm3/mol
and 1.99(1) cal/mol · K. The reported stochastic uncertainty
for this transition-property study is gauged by generating ran-
dom values of all uncertain -i values of the !-N2 and "-N2

phases, sampling each from a Gaussian of mean and standard
deviation consistent with the value and standard error of the
respective value. Each set of perturbed values is used to de-
termine a new set of transition properties, and these values
are then subject to standard error analysis. A similar calcula-
tion to determine the !-" phase transition was carried out by
Kuchta et al.9 Even though the transition temperature (at P =
0.1 MPa) that we found is close to the one obtained in their
work, which is 41.0(8) K, we are not able to make compar-
isons between the two results. This is due to the fact that in
this previous work,9 Helmholtz free energy was used to locate
the !-" phase transition and also important details of their cal-
culations, e.g., system size, density, and pressure, were omit-
ted.

In order to verify the transition-property results
that we have found, we apply the Clapeyron relation,
dP/dT = ,S/,V , as a check of consistency. The coexis-
tence curve for !-N2 and "-N2 phase on a P-T diagram is
traced from zero pressure up to 0.12 GPa, See Fig. 14. The
slope of the P-T curve given in the LHS of the Clapeyron

FIG. 13. Plot of Gibbs free energy vs. temperature. Legend indicates the
pressure for each set of curves.

equation is compared with the ratio of calculated entropy, ,S,
and volume change, ,V, from the RHS of the equation. Both
quantities that are determined separately from the RHS and
LHS of the relation agree well with one another (not shown),
validating the coexistence points that were computed in this
work.

In Fig. 14, we present the coexistence curve for !-N2 and
"-N2 phase that is found through this work along with the one
determined experimentally from the literature.22 The slopes of
both curves are fairly consistent with each other. However, we
observe that there is a shift of -5 K in the curve calculated in
this work compared to the experiment. This discrepancy can
be due to the inadequacy of the potential model in describ-
ing the phase transition of the !-N2 and "-N2 phase. We want
to emphasize that our work is primarily geared toward test-
ing the free-energy calculation technique that we develop and
improvement of the potential model (apart from addressing
the anomalies described in Sec. II D) is outside the scope of
this current study. Nevertheless, through the techniques we
develop in this work, we are able not only to calculate the free
energies for both the orientationally ordered !-N2 and plastic
"-N2 phase with high precision but also to characterize the !-
" coexistence curve from 0 to 0.12 GPa (as shown in Fig. 14).
We mention in passing that we performed lattice-enthalpy cal-
culations to examine the stability of the !-N2 and "-N2 phase
with varying pressures. We find that the lattice enthalpy pre-
dicts the !-N2 phase to be more stable than the "-N2 phase
at all conditions of pressure (neglect of entropic contributions

FIG. 14. P-T diagram of solid-phase nitrogen. !-N2 is stable at lower tem-
peratures and "-N2 is at higher temperatures. The uncertainty reported for
the data from this work is about the size of the symbols.
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means that no temperature effects can be considered in such
an analysis).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented novel techniques to calculate the ab-
solute free energy for both the orientationally ordered and
disordered nitrogen molecular model. These techniques are
extensions of the HTTP method that utilizes the Bennett-
optimized overlap sampling with targeted perturbation to de-
termine the anharmonic term, AC (in excess of harmonic free
energy). In these techniques, the absolute free energy of the
molecular system is calculated through combination of the
lattice energy and harmonic free energy with the anharmonic
term. The free-energy calculation results from these tech-
niques have shown to be highly precise. This is mainly at-
tributed to (a) the high-precision calculation results in the AC
and also (b) the calculations of lattice energy and harmonic
free energy that are truly analytic and uncertainty free.

In this work, we have again demonstrated that the an-
harmonic term, AC, has weak dependence on system size,
suggesting that this finding applies not only to monatomic
atomistic models, e.g., soft-sphere model6, 17 but also to mul-
tiatomic molecular models as well. The weak system-size de-
pendency of the anharmonic contribution as observed here re-
inforces our previous suggestion that the absolute free energy
of a target system in the thermodynamic limit can be esti-
mated most efficiently by calculating the lattice energy and
harmonic free energy for a large (infinite-size limit) system
and then correcting the free energy with AC using simulation
methods applied to small systems. And lastly, we have suc-
ceeded in calculating the !-" transition properties and tracing
the coexistence curve from zero pressure up to 0.12 GPa with
the free-energy results obtained from these techniques.
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